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Abstract
Draft genomes of both the wild and domesticated olive were recently published. While working with these
genomes, we identified contamination in the domesticated olive genome representing .06% of basepairs and
1.3% of scaffolds. We used targeted and untargeted approaches to identify the contaminating sequences, the
majority of which were Aureobasidium pullulans. We applied the same method to the wild olive genome and
did not find evidence of contamination. Although contamination in the domesticated olive genome was not
prolific, it could lead to biased results either from functional content encoded in the contaminant sequences,
or from using it to separate microbial reads from olive reads in microbiome studies.

Introduction
Olives are agriculturally, nutritionally, economically, and socially important fruits produced from the tree
Olea europaea var. europaea. The olive was domesticated approximately 6000 years ago in the Levant and is
now cultivated outside of its original wild and domestic footprint (Besnard 2016). As with other domesticated
species, the domesticated olive bears strong resemblance to its wild progenitor oleaster (Olea europaea var.
sylvestris) (Unver et al. 2017).
Recently, draft genomes were published for both the domesticated olive and the wild olive. Both genomes
contain 23 diploid chromosomes and an estimated size between 1.38-1.48 GB of sequence (Cruz et al. 2016;
Unver et al. 2017). The domesticated olive genome (sequenced approximately one year prior to the wild olive
genome) has been used for gene identification (Haberman et al. 2017), discovery of olive fruit development
programs (D’Angeli and Altamura 2016), and to improve understanding of genome structure (Barghini et al.
2017).
While working with the domesticated and wild olive genomes, we found sequence consistent with contamination
in the domesticated olive genome. Approximately .06% of basepairs were identified as non-plant sequence.
We did not find contamination in the wild olive genome. The contamination in the domesticated olive genome
is not a prolific problem, and contamination on this level could be common for many eukaryotic genomes
(Delmont and Eren 2016). However, for experiments involving the olive microbiome, leaving this sequence in
the genome could lead to biased results. We characterized the contaminant sequences, and suggest that these
sequences be removed from the genome in subsequent analyses.

Results and Discussion
Identification of Aureobasidium pullulans contamination
The A. pullulans var. santander genome was published alongside the domesticated olive genome when the
authors realized they had deeply sequenced an A. pullulans genome (Cruz et al. 2016). They mapped their
reads to four A. pullulans genomes and used mapped reads to produce a partial draft genome of A. pullulans
var. santander. However, we found A. pullulans sequence was still present in the final genome assembly.
To locate the scaffolds containing putative A. pullulans sequence, we aligned the domesticated olive genome
against two A. pullulans genomes.
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We first aligned to the A. pullulans var. santander genome, producing 140 alignments greater than 500 base
pairs in length and with greater than 98 percent identity. The alignments were distributed across 65 scaffolds
with an average length of 2,273 basepairs (minimum 534 bp, maximum 9,966 bp).
Given that the A. pullulans var. santander genome was only 2/3 complete (Cruz et al. 2016), we also
aligned the domesticated olive genome to the A. pullulans variant EXF-150 genome as it contained additional
sequence. We found 176 alignments greater than 500 base pairs in length with greater than 94 percent
identity. The average length was 1,648 basepairs (minimum 556, maximum 10,548).
Alignments with the A. pullulans var. EXF-150 genome were shorter on average than those for the A.
pullulans var. santander genome. Because the var. santander genome represents the exact genome of the
contaminant present in the domesticated olive genome, these alignments were likely longer due to less strain
variation. However, there were more matches with the complete A. pullulans var. EXF-150 genome than
with the A. pullulans var. santander genome.
When ranges from both alignments were combined, 49 domesticated olive genome scaffolds aligned completely
to A. pullulans sequence. An additional 59 scaffolds had partial, high-sequence identity alignments.
Identification of other potential contamination
We also pursued a non-specific approach to identify other contaminants. We calculated tetranucleotide
frequency for each of the 11,038 scaffolds in the domesticated olive genome, and performed pairwise comparisons
for each scaffold (Figure 1 ). We calculated the average similarity for each scaffold and selected a similarity
cutoff of two standard deviations below the mean similarity as an approximate identifier for outliers. Using
this criteria, we identified 463 outlier scaffolds.

Figure 1: MDS plots of the domesticated olive genome (left) and the wild olive genome (right). Each point
represents a contiguous sequence in the genome, and the distance between each point represents similarity.
The domesticated olive genome is more dispersed than the wild olive genome. Additionally, colored points
indicate contiguous sequences identified as contamination in the domesticated olive genome. Red points
correspond to chimeric Aureobasidium pullulans scaffolds, green points correspond to non-chimeric A. pullulans
scaffolds, and blue corresponds to contaminants identified by BLAST. Grey points represent non-contaminant
contiguous sequences. Many chimeric scaffolds do not separate from the core genome contiguous sequences,
suggesting they do contain real olive sequence. Other contaminants clearly separate.
We further classified these outliers by BLASTing them against the NCBI’s nt database. Using BLAST
matches, we filtered these outliers to avoid false positives. We removed any sequence with no BLAST match
(263 scaffolds), any scaffold that matched repetitive sequences in the genus Olea (89 scaffolds), any scaffold
where the best BLAST match had a bitscore lower than 100 (59 scaffolds), any scaffold where the best BLAST
match or the majority of BLAST matches were to another plant (7 scaffolds), and scaffolds where the only
BLAST match for a contig had a low percent identity (< 80%) and a small length (< 259) (3 scaffolds).
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We identified 42 contaminant scaffolds using this method. However, nine scaffolds overlapped with those
previously identified as A. pullulans. Therefore, we identified a total of 33 contaminant scaffolds with BLAST,
totalling 461,345 base pairs and with an average length of 13,980 (Table 1).
Table 1 Domesticated olive BLAST matches.
Scaffold

Match

Bitscore

Percent Identity

Length

Oe6_s08789
Oe6_s11497
Oe6_s07662
Oe6_s01763
Oe6_s03225
Oe6_s05375
Oe6_s09290
Oe6_s01635
Oe6_s03144
Oe6_s02597
Oe6_s01835
Oe6_s10659
Oe6_s09586
Oe6_s04608
Oe6_s08364
Oe6_s11194
Oe6_s01851
Oe6_s01147
Oe6_s09260
Oe6_s01783
Oe6_s10896
Oe6_s02989
Oe6_s04972
Oe6_s08731
Oe6_s02653
Oe6_s02478
Oe6_s03283
Oe6_s04795
Oe6_s11298
Oe6_s10369
Oe6_s04615
Oe6_s03437
Oe6_s03307

Alternaria alternata
Alternaria solani
Athalia rosae
Azoarcus sp. CIB
Bradyrhizobium sp. S23321
Brevibacterium lactofermentum
Brevibacterium lactofermentum
Burkholderia thailandensis E264
Caulobacter mirabilis
Cebus capucinus
Chelonia mydas
Danio rerio
Diaphorina citri
Diplodia corticola
Drosophila simulans
Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli
Halyomorpha halys
Homo sapiens BAC clone RP11-327C24
Leptosphaeria maculans lepidii
Methylobacterium radiotolerans
Methylobacterium sp. C1
Methylobacterium sp. C1
Methylobacterium sp. C1
Mitsuaria sp. 7
Nicrophorus vespilloides
Nitrospirillum amazonense
Priapulus caudatus
Pseudomonas oryzae
Rhodotorula graminis
Thioalkalivibrio sp. K90mix
Ustilago hordei
Woeseia oceani

580
702
163
1386
150
1304
2084
224
401
233
132
211
182
429
350
2182
1107
318
2255
213
944
5169
137
2510
5522
135
1254
252
254
680
1733
472
158

83.882
90.449
92.308
99.735
73.46
100
100
74.401
77.876
81.188
74.684
77.358
83.938
84.615
72.535
100
100
71.132
99.357
73.333
88.918
89.335
75.077
91.309
85.07
74.684
76.14
82.594
73.837
77.594
78.698
91.52
82.105

608
534
117
756
422
706
1128
543
678
303
316
371
193
442
1227
1181
599
1493
1245
630
767
4163
325
1841
5519
316
2477
293
688
1147
2718
342
190

Screening of the wild olive genome for contamination
We performed the same tetranucleotide frequency clustering and BLAST analysis on the wild olive genome.
Two hundred and fifty eight potential contaminants were identified. However, almost all had strong BLAST
matches to other plant species. We noted only four scaffolds with a significant BLAST match to sequence not
of plant origin (Table 2). None of these scaffolds were assembled into the 23 chromosomes in the final wild
olive genome assembly, but remain in the genome as unplaced scaffolds.
Table 2 Wild olive genome BLAST matches
Scaffold

Match

Bitscore

Percent Identity

Length

scaffold19088

Alternaria solani

1410

97.136

838
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Scaffold

Match

Bitscore

Percent Identity

Length

scaffold23368
scaffold15420
scaffold12359

Alternaria tenuissima
Sphingomonas sp. UV9
Spingomonas taxi

2353
2700
4499

94.448
99.528
94.181

1549
1483
2973

Evaluating the likelihood of horizontal gene transfer versus contamination
We reasoned that if the non-plant origin nucleotide sequences that we saw in either the domesticated and wild
olive genomes were present in only one genome, then the nucleotide sequences were likely contamination. If
they were present in both genomes, then the sequences could represent horizontal gene transfer that occurred
in the Olea europaea lineage before the split between the last common ancestor of the domesticated and wild
olive species.
To evaluate whether sequence ranges identified as potential contaminants in one olive genome were present in
the other olive genome, we performed whole genome alignment of the domesticated and wild olive genomes.
We first evaluated whether any sequence characterized as A. pullulans in the domesticated olive genome was
present in the wild olive genome. No scaffold that exclusively contained A. pullulans sequence aligned to the
wild olive genome. Of the scaffolds that were characterized as chimeric (e.g. contained both A. pullulans
and olive sequence), six ranges of A. pullulans sequence overlapped with the wild olive genome. When
we investigated these sequences further, they were sparsely populated with real nucleotides and primarily
contained ambiguous characters (e.g. “N”). We concluded that A. pullulans sequence was uniquely contained
in the domesticated olive genome.
No identical contaminant BLAST matches were in both the domesticated and wild olive genome. However,
we also checked whether the nucleotide ranges identified as microorganisms in our BLAST matches aligned to
the other olive genome.
None of the 33 domesticated olive genome aligned contaminant scaffolds aligned to the wild olive genome. Of
the four wild olive genome contaminant scaffolds, only one aligned to the domesticated olive genome. Scaffold
scaffold19088, which had the highest BLAST match to Alternaria solani, aligned to the middle of a large
scaffold in the domesticated olive genome (nucleotides 1150907-1150149, scaffold length 1326173). Therefore,
we posit that this BLAST match may be evidence of horizontal gene transfer in both olive genomes. We
did not perform further tests to evaluate the liklihood of a horizontal gene transfer event (e.g. site rate
heterogeneity).
Interestingly, this nucleotide sequence was not detected by tetranucleotide frequency clustering in the
domesticated olive genome, indicating that the method we used for identification of nonspecific contamination
is only robust for scaffolds in which the contaminant sequence skews the tetranucleotide abundance of the
entire scaffold. This leaves the possibility that small contaminant sequences accidentally assembled into larger
olive sequences (e.g. chimeric scaffolds) may still be present in both olive genomes.
We recognize that whole genome alignment would not detect horizontal gene transfer events that occurred
after the split between the last common ancestor of the domesticated and wild olive species (e.g., in the last
6000 years). However, given the rarity of horizontal gene transfer events between plants and microorganisms
(Richards et al. 2009), we assume that the majority of non-plant origin sequence found in the domesticated
and wild olive genomes is contamination.
Additional functional potential encoded in the domesticated olive genome
We were curious whether the contaminant sequences in the domesticated olive genome conferred increased
functional potential upon the genome. We compared ranges of sequences we identified as A. pullulans against
the domesticated olive genome annotations. We found 94 predicted proteins that were attributable to A.
pullulans sequence. We BLASTed a subset of these proteins against the NCBI nr database and found that all
matched A. pullulans proteins, and the majority matched A. pullulans hypothetical or predicted proteins.
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We then performed a similar search for ranges that overlapped between the BLAST matches and those in the
annotation file. One hundred eighty three protein coding genes were predicted on 33 scaffolds. We BLASTed
a subset of these protein sequences against the NCBI nr database to confirm the contaminant identity and to
identify the function of the predicted protein. For example, a transcript encoded on scaffold Oe6_s01635
coded for product OE6A107529P1. The protein product matched terminase large subunit from the phylum
Proteobacteria. Another transcript encoded on scaffold Oe6_s02653 coded for product OE6A064969P1, which
matched serine/threonine protein phosphatase, also from the phylum Proteobacteria. These sequences could
be of mitochondrial or chloroplast origin, however sequences matching mitochondria or chloroplast were
filtered from the domesticated olive genome (Cruz et al. 2016)
Taken together, these results suggest that the contamination in the domesticated olive genome has misrepresented the functional potential of the genome.

Conclusion
We identified contamination in the domesticated olive genome representing .06% of basepairs and impacting
1.3% of scaffolds. The majority of contamination is attributable to A. pullulans. As some of these sequences
code for proteins, the functional potential of the domesticated olive genome is currently misrepresented. We
found little evidence for contamination in the wild olive genome. We recommend that contaminant sequences
be removed from the domesticated olive genome assembly for subsequent analyses.

Methods
All code used in these analyses is available at https://github.com/taylorreiter/olive_genome. All files
output by our analyses, including the contaminant-masked domesticated olive genome, are available at
https://osf.io/yj2cu/. All associated files ares available for download there as well, save for the comparison
matrices as there were multi-gigabyte files and were too large to store on OSF. However, instructions for
repeating the analysis and re-generating all files are available in the github repository.
Data
We downloaded the domesticated olive genome and accompanying files from http://denovo.cnag.cat/genomes/olive/.
All analyses were completed with the Oe6 genome. We downloaded the wild olive genome and accompanying
files from http://olivegenome.org/downloads/. We used Olea_europaea>1Kb_scaffolds.fa due to the large
number of scaffolds in the full genome (over 2 million).
Whole genome alignments
We used the nucmer function in the Mummer software package to produce alignments between A. pullulans
genomes and the domesticated olive genome, and the domesticated olive genome and wild olive genome
(Kurtz et al. 2004). We used default parameters. For A. pullulans alignments, we filtered results below 500
base pairs. For the domesticated and wild olive alignment, we filtered results below 100 base pairs.
Contaminant identification
We used the compute function in the sourmash software package to calculate tetramernucleotide frequency
signatures for each scaffold in the domesticated and wild olive genomes (Brown and Irber 2016). We used a
k-mer size of 4, a scaled value of 1, and tracked abundance of each k-mer. We performed pairwise comparison
of these signatures with the compare function in the sourmash software package. We BLASTed scaffolds
with a similarity to all other scaffolds two standard deviations below the mean scaffold similarity against the
NCBI nt database using blastn (Altschul et al. 1990). The NCBI database was downloaded on 2/27/2018.
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Contaminant removal
We masked the contaminants we identified in the Oe6 genome using bedtools (Quinlan 2014). For contaminant
scaffolds identified with BLAST and contaminant scaffolds that completely aligned to A. pullulans, we removed
full scaffolds. For contaminant scaffolds that partially aligned to A. pullulans, we masked partial scaffolds.
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